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Summary 

 As per our visit to Alicante, Spain, we had a great opportunity to be able to meet with 

outstanding individuals and explore how the University of Alicante is applying technology 

transfer, spin-offs, and managing a great scientific park. We can summarize our visit outcomes 

by the following: 

1- Great opportunity to attend lectures and have conversations with people from AU who 

are having real life experience in the University-Enterprise stakeholder environment. 

2- Many issues regarding technology transfer applied at AU and local industry were 

presented, challenges and opportunities were discussed. 

3- Visit to the scientific park was paid; great advantages and benefits were learnt. 

4-  The spin-offs of new companies and many real life examples were shown. The role of 

technology transfer and scientific park was explained. 

5- Debate sessions were always conducted either between us or with the instructors.  

6- We always had in mind how we can conduct similar experiences and how we can bring 

similar success stories to our university and to our country. 

  

 

 

 

 

 



Monday 2
nd

 March 

 

                                   

                                         Professor Walid Salameh, Project Coordinator 

 

 

 

                                   

                       Professor Roberto Escarre, Alicante University 

 

First, we had welcome notes from Professor Roberto Escarre, who represents the AU in this 

project. A brief description about the university and the project in general was given. Prof. Walid 

Salameh from our side, the project coordinator, also welcomed us and reminded us of the goals 

of this trip and its importance in the development of our own universities.   



On the first day, we had a great lecture from Professor Roberto Escarre, who gave valuable notes 

about University-Enterprise partnerships including the basic models and schemes. He discussed 

innovation (models), innovation systems and university, profiles of the universities and 

interaction with the industry, profiles of companies and interaction with universities, structures 

of interrelation (university-industry), instruments of cooperation (university-industry), methods 

of cooperation (university-industry), and general aspects of the relation (university-industry).  

It was a necessary lecture to pave the road for the next lectures and introduce all stakeholders in 

this project. The next lecture was given by Mr. Ivan Rodriguez. It was about the analysis of the 

local environment regarding university-enterprise partnerships.  

 

 

 

                             

     Mr. Ivan Rodriguez, Alicante University 

 The second lecture was given by Mr. Ivan Rodriguez, TTO for AU. He gave us a detailed 

picture about the goals and objectives of the TTO in AU. All procedures, regulations, and 

processes applied were presented. Many challenges and difficulties they encounter in transferring 

technology to companies in the surrounding area were also revealed. A comprehensive cycle of 

the TTO process was illustrated from the minute technology is an idea in the mind of a student or 

faculty to the minute it is transformed into a business plan. Many success stories were also 

described. The other method of traveling around the companies and finding out what they need 

was also mentioned. Rates of success and success stories for spin-offs in Alicante area were also 

presented.  

In the last session of the day, Dr. Radhi Hamadeen from PSUT Jordan facilitated a debate 

session among all participants about how to develop University–Enterprise linkage: gaps and 

challenges, especially in Jordan and our region. Many concerns regarding the higher education 

environment were tackled.  Questions regarding how we are related to what we have heard so far 



in the previous lectures were raised. How can we make use of other people’s experiences? Can 

we start with TTO if we don’t have an environment to support it? Does it come on the top of our 

needs? All these questions were raised and discussed. 

 

                                              

                                            Dr. Radhi Hamadeen, Session Facilitator, among other participants 

 

Tuesday 3
rd

 March 

Our first activity was a visit to the UA Scientific Park. A Science Park is an organization 

managed by specialized professionals whose main aim is to increase the wealth of its community 

by promoting the culture of innovation and competitiveness of its associated businesses and 

knowledge-based institutions. To enable these goals to be met, the Science Park manages the 

flow of knowledge and technology amongst universities, R & D institutions, companies and 

markets. It facilitates the creation and growth of innovation-based companies through incubation 

and spin-off processes, and provides other value-added services together with high quality space 

and facilities.  

We had an opportunity to visit many chemistry and physics labs and listen to people in charge 

there about the activities in this park and how they are used to serve the University and the 

community.  

 

 

 

 

 



 

                          

                                  Participants during the visit to the Scientific Park 

 

We then moved to a building on the AU campus to attend some lectures. The first lecture on that 

day was presented by Dr. Lorenza Moreno who gave us a valuable lecture on "Funding and 

Incentives schemes supporting University-Enterprise partnership: the case of spin-offs”.  The 

seminar could be summarized by the following points: A proper university environment is 

needed towards the entrepreneurial university with clear, but flexible, policy and some support 

structures such as science parks, incubations, etc. It is also important to introduce technology 

transfer, IP issues on courses, both for students and researchers. The university should support 

the creation of companies but should not interfere in their lives. The researchers play a very 

important role but they do not know much about business. There is so much stress on the 

technical issues: when conflicts of interest arise, clear, but again flexible, rules are needed. The 

TTOs must be able to detect potential projects, support researchers, have contacts in the “real” 

world, help the team to put all the NOTES together (IP, technology, investment, team, etc.). 

 



                         

                                  Dr. Lorenza Moreno from AU lecturing about Spin-offs  

 

The second lecture was given by Dr. Olga Frances from AU and it was entitled" University-

Enterprise supporting structures: University of Alicante Scientific Park and Incubation Model”. 

The lecture was mainly about the definition of Science Park, Alicante Science Park background, 

space and facilities, the value-added services, the companies that were the results of the spin 

offs/incubations  (success stories), revenues gained by the Science Park, and finally some 

recommendations. 

                         

                          Dr. Olga Frances lecturing about the Scientific Park in AU     

 



 

Wednesday 4
th

 March 

                             

                                        Part of the participants group in Alicante downtown 

 

The fourth day was an opportunity to visit the city, the beach, the castle, and many nice places in 

Alicante. This city has strong ties with Middle East history and previous civilizations that 

inhabited this place.  

                                              

                       Part of the old houses at the bottom of the castle, Alicante 

 



 

 Conclusion: 

1. The trip was a true success for us, the AUM team. It was the first time (for us) to join the 

TEJ project and all matters turned out to be clear and organized. 

2. The lectures provided us with a theoretical background about the goals and the objectives 

of the true Technology Transfer Office. Currently, we are paving the road to open an 

office at our university. All legislative requirements have been achieved, a director has 

been appointed, and the room is available. 

3. The harmony in the process of TTO office, creation of incubators, moving outside 

campus to the community to foster relations with them has been clarified to us. 

4. Real life experiences and previous success stories gave us a solid example on how the 

technology transfer is implemented in a city like Alicante through its university. 

5. It is clear that the loop cannot be closed without the presence of a TTO that carries a lot 

of responsibility on behalf of the university faculty and staff. 

6. Doing theoretical research is not enough to serve the local community. There must be a 

link between what the industry and business need and what the universities can offer. At 

the same time, faculty and staff need to learn more about businesses. 

7. TTOs are great environments for incubators and business spin-offs and hence provide 

support for the university and for the stakeholders in general. 

8. TTOs are very beneficial for local businesses and local communities as they help in 

creating richer environments for investment and job growth. 

9. TTOs can also provoke scientific applied research at the university and help in increasing 

the number of journal publications. 

10. We must start with this idea at AUM, especially that it is located in a rural area and is 

surrounded by some industrial and business firms. 

 

Recommendations: 

1) To start as soon as possible by staffing our TTO office, including marketing and public 

relations people who can work as catalysts between the university and the local 

community. 

2) To visit local success stories such as PSUT and learn from their successful TTO story and 

spin-off experiences. 

3) To spread more awareness about this project among university communities and 

convince the higher managements about the rewarding outcomes that could be achieved. 

4) To inform local businesses about the existence of such projects and the gain that they can 

have from participating in this project. 



5) More travel and more experiences from other countries are needed in order to have a 

comprehensive global understanding of the importance of TTOs and how they are 

implemented in other countries. 

6) Other parties in EU should come and visit Jordan and see exactly what our needs are and 

what it takes to create successful TTO and spin-offs in our universities. 

7) The government role in this subject could be very supportive. They could at least give us 

exemptions of fees or taxes on any material or cost related to the TTO. 

8) Universities should also offer load reductions to faculty or staff when they are involved in 

the TTO activities in order to encourage them to participate. 

 

I would like to very much thank everybody involved in this TEJ project for giving us this 

opportunity to participate in it. Surely, we are looking forward to more cooperation, and 

we will try to serve as much as we can. 

 

Best regards, 

Dr. Raed Abu Zitar 

Faculty of Information Technology 

American University of Madaba 
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